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The series has ended
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Runtime:43 min1995 -    1996 (Ended)
Genres:Drama
Network:UPN
"My name is Thomas Veil, or at least it was. I'm a photographer, I had it all: a wife, Alyson, friends, a career. And in one moment it was all taken away, all because of a single photograph. I have it; They want it; and they will do anything to get the negative. I'm keeping this diary as proof that these events are real.
 
 I know they are... They have to be."
 
 The date is August 28, 1995. Thomas Veil, a photojournalist, has his identity erased by a mysterious conspiracy. His wife doesn't recognize him, the key to his house doesn't work, and his ATM cards are useless. People are chasing him, but he doesn't know why, except that it has something to do with "Hidden Agenda," a picture of an execution he took a year earlier that's missing from his studio. He has the negative, "they" want it, and the hunt is on. Tom veil is hunting for the truth, while "they" are hunting him for the negative.
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Actors
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Thomas Veil
Bruce Greenwood
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Alyson Veil
Megan Gallagher
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Larry
Murray Rubinstein
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Mrs. Veil
Mary Gregory
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Dr. Bellamy
Michael Tucker
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Inmate
Jay Arlen Jones
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Nowhere Man.
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